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NB WILD ROSE
£39,950.00

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Style

Traditional

Berth

2

Length

57ft

+ 57ft Liverpool Shell 2008
+ Extra large slide hatch
HULL:

Liverpool traditional 57ft steel construction. 10/8/6mm with extra large
sliding hatch on roof allowing easy access to engine bay and entrance.

FIT OUT:

Spray foam insulated with oak ﬁnished panels. Practical laminate
ﬂooring also oak coloured is throughout the boat. This is a boat which is
ﬂooded with light has an extremely airy feel. Height to cabin centre 6ft
3”

STERN AREA:

Stepping though and down in to the stern, which houses a small fridge
and washing machine below is house the twin coil caloriﬁer ﬁtted with
immersion heater, as well as ample storage and clear access to all your
controls and electronics. Large deck boards provide easy access to the
engine.
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SALOON:

This 14ft long lounge area gives you plenty of ﬂexibility it has two
captains chairs and fold away tables and chairs even the tv has been
mounted on the wall to give maximum space. An attractive boatman
solid fuel stove is set on corner plinth on shaded blue tiles. There are
ceiling mounted spot lights and natural light ﬂoods in though three
windows and a side hatch.

GALLEY:

This large open galley has many cupboards in which to store all your
equipment the curved design in a nice feature and gives it an easy ﬂow.
The large panty cupboard allows for plenty of stock. There is a SMEG
gas hob is inset into the worktop and space for an oven, as well as the
microwave on the counter top. There is plenty of natural light provided
by the windows on either side of the cabin. Galley measures approx
10ft in length.

BATHROOM:

Is partially clad in wet walling and houses a Thetford cassette Toilet, a
vanity unit with sink and an enclosed shower cubicle with thermostatic
mixer bar. To the side of the shower is a useful storage area which also
provides easy access to you waste pump. Portholes provide adequate
light whilst maintaining privacy.

BEDROOM:

This 11ft area gives you total ﬂexibility, by the previous owners clever
use of a sofa bed you can have a second seating area or a work space
in the day time and a full sized double at night. Over bed storage and
an open wardrobe gives you good storage. Ceiling mounted recessed
lights and two windows give good light and there are ample power
points should you decide to make this an oﬃce area as well.

ENGINE AND
ELECTRICS:

beta 38 Engine with PRM120 gearbox, 1 starter battery and four
domestic batteries. Vetus Bow thruster. 240v Landline connection. With
an 1800w sterling Inverter.

OTHER
EQUIPMENT:

2 x 13Kg gas Bottles, 3 x powder ﬁre Extinguishers, Fire blanket,
boarding Plank, boat hook, mooring stakes, mooring hooks, Hammer.
Stove Fan. Plus many other useful items such as map books, fenders,
ropes and hose pipe. Electrical Equipment Included in the sale is 240v
TV/DVD, Cookworks Microwave, Sunncamp Twin tub washing machine ,
240v Fridge.
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If you are thinking of visiting us to view this narrowboat we strongly
INTERESTED IN
recommend you telephone us before setting out, to make sure it is still
THIS BOAT?
available for sale and hasn't just gone "Under Oﬀer".
BSSC to Dec 2020

Category: Sold

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
57ft Traditional style 2008
Hull—Liverpool, Owner ﬁt out
Isuzu diesel engine
2 Berths - Solid Fuel Stove
£39,950
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